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In the Design District, Chrome Hearts is hosting Sean Kelly Gallery and Maison Ladurée and will sell a
limited-edition macaron box ($24.)
Celebrate Greater New York in Miami Beach. Wherever you take up residence on (or off) Collins
Avenue this week, you’re sure to find all manner of pop-ups, limited artist editions and fashion
collaborations to shop. On Thursday and Friday, Kim Kassel and Lizzie Tisch will open a Suite 1521
satellite of their Upper East Side private-shopping salon at the St. Moritz tower of the Loews Miami
Beach Hotel. You’ll find a sticker-covered Anya Hindmarch cross-body bag ($1,295) among other
selections perfect for party hopping. At 1601 Collins Avenue. … The Carolina K designer, Carolina
Kleinman, has a temporary outpost of her Brooklyn store at Casa Claridge’s, where you can pick up
pretty bits for downtime like a silk-cotton print dress ($248) and beach bag ($140). At 3500 Collins
Avenue.
The Calvin Klein men’s creative director, Italo Zucchelli, has done a collection for the Webster with
sport jackets ($950), jersey hoodies ($595) and other quintessential men’s wear in a South Beachappropriate shade of cyan. At 1220 Collins Avenue.
SoulCycle, which is opening its first Miami outpost in January, has a poolside pop-up with an installation
by Gregory Siff at the 1 Hotel South Beach and is selling leggings with the artist’s skull motifs ($86). At
2341 Collins Avenue
Tappan Collective, the online platform that connects emerging artists with aspiring collectors, has
curated 16 works priced from $500 to $5,700. They will be on view Thursday and Friday at the W South
Beach and for purchase starting Friday on the Outnet. At 2201 Collins Avenue; at
theoutnet.com/holiday.
The Paul Kasmin Gallery PK Shop has teamed up with Amanda Hearst and Hassan Pierre’s fashion
site, Maison de Mode, on a digital art and fashion pop-up with limited editions like a KDIA 18-karat gold
balloon ring ($7,020) and a set of Nir Hod mirrored coasters ($95). At maison-demode.com/collections/blog-mdm-x-pk-shop.

The artisanal Japanese label Readymade, best known for its bags made from vintage military fabrics,
has created an edition of three hand-carved works ($24,000) for Alchemist. At 1111 Lincoln Road, car
park level 5. http://shopalchemist.com
In the Design District, Chrome Hearts is hosting Sean Kelly Gallery and Maison Ladurée and will sell a
limited-edition macaron box ($24) with illustrations from its Pete Punk Offspring line. At 4025 Northeast
Second Avenue, Miami.
And a bit farther up the coast, the Bal Harbour Shops semicentennial features an exhibition titled
“FP04: The Anniversary.” It shows off 50 years of Miami fashion from Yves Saint Laurent, Gianni
Versace and more. At 9700 Collins Avenue, Bal Harbour.

